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ABSTRACT
Downhole near-bit vibration sensors are used to record the pilot signal for seismic
while drilling and identify drilling dysfunctions for drilling optimization. The typ-
ical downhole sensor is a memory-based device with an inexpensive internal clock
of limited accuracy that is not synchronized to surface data. Integrating downhole
vibrations with other time-based data such as surface drilling parameters or seis-
mic recordings requires accurate time alignment between all data sets. We present
a novel automated two-step alignment procedure that uses a Global Positioning
System-synchronized top-drive vibration sensor as a reference. The accuracy of the
new method satisfies the most demanding requirements of seismic while drilling. The
first step finds the delay time and linear drift using global optimization. The second
step estimates nonlinear drift using time-variant cross-correlation. Alignment preci-
sion of a few seconds after the first step becomes a few milliseconds after the second
step, as demanded by seismic-while-drilling. The field data example shows that the
proposed methodology successfully aligns top-drive and downhole data using a fully
unsynchronized near-bit vibration data set. After alignment, the near-bit sensor de-
livers a usable pilot for seismic-while-drilling processing, resulting in better quality
correlated seismic data than those obtained with the top-drive surface pilot.
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INTRODUCTION

Seismic waves emitted by a drill bit during drilling are
recorded in seismic-while-drilling (SWD) acquisition by sur-
face sensors installed around the rig or by downhole sensors
deployed in a nearby well (Poletto and Miranda, 2004). Ad-
ditional vibration sensors are often used to obtain the drill-bit
signature or a so-called pilot required for correlation with sur-
face geophones similar to vibroseis technology. These sensors
can be placed near the top of the drillstring (usually mounted
on the top drive) or downhole near the bit. Since the down-
hole sensor is closer to the bit, it often provides less contami-
nated and more accurate drill-bit signal representation. Apart
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from SWD, vibrations recorded by the near-bit sensor can be
used for other applications, such as drilling dynamics analy-
sis (Jones and Sugiura, 2020), identification of boundaries be-
tween the formations (Myers et al., 2002) or direct prediction
of formation properties (Glubokovskikh et al., 2020). Reliable
processing and interpretation of the drillstring vibration data
require synchronization with other logging and recording sys-
tems installed on the rig. The accuracy of this synchronization
depends on the particular application. It can vary from sev-
eral seconds for drilling dynamics analysis to milliseconds for
SWD. The top-drive data are usually readily available in real
time and can be easily synchronized to a GPS clock. Real-time
recording and synchronization of the near-bit vibration data
are more challenging to achieve. There are high-end ultrahigh-
precision downhole clocks for costly offshore wells with a very
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Figure 1 A comparison of drilling RPM recorded at the surface
(black) with the top-drive (blue) and near-bit (orange) accelerations.
RPM and top-drive sensors appear synchronized. High RPM values
coincide with intense surface vibrations. In contrast, the near-bit ac-
celeration is shifted significantly.

small drift of 1 ms per 10 days (Vieitez and Cox, 2017). Most
vibration tools used in onshore drilling utilize inexpensive un-
synchronized clocks that have a significantly higher drift.Data
from such memory-based sensors are extracted when the bot-
tomhole assembly is pulled out and brought to the surface af-
ter a typically multi-day drilling run. As a result, the clock
errors tend to be large and require a significant correction.
Fast telemetry, such as wired drill pipe technology (Naville
et al., 2004; Poletto et al., 2014), may offer real-time data
transmission and an alternative solution to solve the time-
alignment issue using existing tools; however, it has received
limited penetration in the industry thus far. This study aims
to solve this problem for conventional memory-based near-
bit sensors with inexpensive unsynchronized clocks experienc-
ing significant and temperature-dependent drift. We solve the
problem using a data-driven approach that directly correlates
downhole vibrations to the reference top-drive surface sensor
with a GPS-synchronized clock.

We demonstrate the new approach using the field data
set collected during a recent first onshore trial of the Drill-
CAM system (Bakulin et al., 2019) with an unsynchronized
and drifting near-bit vibration sensor. The clock drift was rel-
atively high, with the clock error at the end of a drilling run
(60–120 hours) reaching 30–40 minutes. An example of a raw
uncorrected data fragment can be seen in Figure 1, where the
discrepancy in the timing of near-bit and top-drive sensors is
apparent. To overcome this issue,we suggest a two-step proce-
dure to estimate the misalignment and correct the clock from
the near-bit vibration sensor by aligning it with the top-drive
vibration recordings. The first step is a novel optimization-

based procedure for estimating the clock drift’s linear compo-
nent and the constant time delay. The second step is a time-
variant cross-correlation (TVCC) analysis of top-drive and
near-bit sensors similar to the one discussed by Naville et al.
(2004). The processing result of the first step has an accuracy
of a few seconds, so it is acceptable to analyse drilling dys-
functions for drilling optimization. The second step (applica-
ble only when a few seconds accuracy is reached) is needed
to reduce the error to a few milliseconds as required for SWD
applications.

In addition to cross-correlations that are readily available
from TVCC analysis, we compare the top-drive and near-bit
pilot traces’ autocorrelations to validate the result. To validate
the achieved accuracy for SWD, we correlate the corrected
near-bit vibration recordings with the geophone data recorded
in the rig’s vicinity while drilling. It provides a conventional re-
verse VSP gather with a source located in the borehole and a
surface line of receivers. Comparing the results with a similar
SWD gather obtained using the top-drive sensor confirms that
accurate alignment was achieved.

CLOCK–DRIFT CORRECTION METHOD

Step 1: A time delay and linear drift (few seconds accuracy)

The proposed time-alignment procedure starts with a global
optimization step to estimate the unknown time shift and the
drift’s linear component. We search for two scalar parame-
ters – shift s and drift d – to create a linear mapping between
the time for the near-bit acceleration recording and the syn-
chronized top-drive time:

ttd = (
1 + d

)
tnb + s; tnb = (ttd − s)/

(
1 + d

)
. (1)

Here, the quantities ttd and tnb are the time samples for
the top-drive and near-bit sensors. Both series have the same
time origin corresponding to when the battery was installed
in the near-bit sensor. Values of d = 0 and s = 0 would mean
that the near-bit clock is entirely accurate. Here, d is dimen-
sionless, while s is expressed in seconds. In the following sec-
tion, superscripts td and nb stand for top-drive and near-bit,
respectively.

In a typical drilling case, the drillstring rotation speed in
rotations per minute (RPM) is measured at the surface and
by another sensor inside the downhole tool. If available, these
RPM curves can be used for the first step of clock–drift cor-
rection. Being one of the most fundamental drilling measure-
ments, RPM is almost always available. We can form a mis-
fit function based on the difference of RPM curves following
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equation (2) and search for optimal values d̂ and ŝ that min-
imize such misfit. For this minimization procedure, we have
used constrained grid search and simplex search algorithms.
Both methods delivered similar results. With the appropriate
set-up, the simplex search performs minimization faster. The
grid search is a robust solution that does not require any pa-
rameter setting, so we prefer to use it instead to achieve max-
imum automation.

J
(
d, s

) =
∑
ttd

(
RPMtd

(
ttd

)
− RPMnb

((
ttd − s

)
/
(
1 + d

)))2
;

d̂, ŝ = argmin J
(
d, s

)
. (2)

Suppose RPM curves are unavailable (i.e. when one of
the RPM sensors fails). In that case, the least-squares misfit
of waveform difference in the recorded top-drive and near-
bit accelerations can be minimized directly. Here, we use only
vertical components of accelerations, atdz (t

td ) for the top-drive
sensor and anbz (tnb) for the near-bit sensor:

∑
ttd

(
atdz

(
ttd

)
− anbz

(
(ttd − s)/

(
1 + d

)))2
→ min. (3)

This step requires an interpolation/resampling procedure
for the near-bit sensor for each misfit calculation (so that
atdz (t

td ) and anbz ((ttd − s)/(1 + d)) are on the same discrete-
time grid). Consequently, conducting any optimization is
computationally costly, given the length of the processed time
series is tens of hours and submillisecond sampling. Also, us-
ing the waveform misfit can further be hampered by disparate
phase characteristics of two sensors. We choose to compute
a specific envelope attribute from the initial accelerations on
a decimated time grid and use it for optimization to mitigate
this. In principle, any attribute that carries the main signal
characteristics can be considered. One option is to use the
total energy of vibrations (sum of squared amplitudes) in
a selected time window, Etd and Enb, for the top-drive and
near-bit sensors. So, we look for d̂ and ŝ that minimize the
following misfit:

J
(
d, s

) =
∑
ttd

(
Etd

(
ttddec

)
− Enb

((
ttddec − s

)
/
(
1 + d

)))2
;

d̂, ŝ = argmin J
(
d, s

)
. (4)

Here, subscript ‘dec’ describes a decimated time series
with a chosen time window size (30 s in our case, which is
also the decimated series’ sampling interval, as we use non-
overlapping windows). To minimize the misfit, we use a con-
strained grid search. From our experience, this misfit has a

single minimum for practically observed values of drift and
shift, which will be demonstrated for a field example below.

We have found that the top-drive sensor’s windowed en-
ergy attribute is susceptible to high-amplitude noise generated
by different operations on the drilling rig. In this case, it is
worth applying bandpass/notch filtering before computing the
attribute or use noise removal (such as median filtering) after
its computation.

Once the optimal d̂ and ŝ are identified, the correc-
tion is introduced by converting the near-bit time to GPS-
synchronized top-drive time using the linear transforma-
tion (1). This results in a data set with the sampling rate
frec/(1 + d), where frec is the original sampling frequency of
the near-bit tool. If such sampling frequency is inconvenient,
an additional Fourier resampling step to frec can be conducted
on transformed time series.

Step 2: Nonlinear drift (few milliseconds accuracy)

The linear correction step above usually aligns the data with
the accuracy of a few seconds, paving the way for the sec-
ond step refining it to a few milliseconds. This is achieved us-
ing the conventional time-variant cross-correlation analysis in
time widows with 30 s length. We divide the top-drive and
the near-bit sensors’ recordings into time windows and com-
pute their cross-correlations. The lag of the cross-correlation’s
maximum identifies the remaining drift that needs to be cor-
rected. This method allows for the correction of nonlinear
drift. These residual corrections are often in the order of a
few seconds.

The described automatic two-step procedure achieves
alignment between the top-drive and near-bit data sets accept-
able for seismic-while-drilling applications. It remains to ac-
count for the time delay caused by signal propagation along
the drillstring between downhole and top-drive sensors. In-
troducing appropriate corrections into the sensors’ recordings
provides the true downhole time (Poletto andMiranda, 2004).

F IELD DATA EXAMPLE

Alignment of the top-drive and near-bit sensors

The data used in the following examples were obtained dur-
ing the onshore field trial presented by Bakulin et al. (2019).
A real-time three-component accelerometer sensor installed
on the top drive was used simultaneously with the memory-
based downhole vibration tool down to ∼3,050 m (10,000 ft)
depth. Since the recorded borehole segment is nearly vertical,
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Figure 2 (a) Surface (blue), uncorrected downhole (orange) and corrected downhole (green) drilling RPM. (b) A misfit function computed for a
wide range of values of drift and shift; the minimum of the misfit function found by the optimization is highlighted with a red dot. Used data
represent a subset from a single drilling run, 1,275–1,600 m (4,180–5,246 ft). Identified optimal values are d = 0.00441 and s = 29.40 s.

Figure 3 (a) Energy attribute computed in 30 s time windows using vertical acceleration from the top-drive sensor (blue), uncorrected near-bit
sensor (orange) and corrected near-bit sensor (green). (b) A misfit function computed for a wide range of values of drift and shift; the minimum of
the misfit function is highlighted with a red dot. The same subset of the data as in Figure 2 from a single drilling run, 1,275–1,600 m (4,180–5,246
ft). Identified optimal values are d = 0.00440 and s = 49.96 s.

only the Z acceleration component is used in this study. In
addition to accelerometers, the downhole tool contains gyro
sensors that estimate downhole RPM near the bit. A typical
example of clock drift can be observed on the drilling RPM
curves recorded on the surface (blue) and downhole (orange),
as shown in Figure 2(a). Traditional clock–drift correction
workflow for such a near-bit tool would involve manual
picking of the same events on the two curves and using those
picks for calculation of drift d̂ and shift ŝ. The presented
methodology eliminates all manual steps and replaces them
with fully automatic computation of d̂ and ŝ using misfit mini-
mization. The misfit is shown in Figure 2(b), and the corrected
downhole RPM is displayed as a green line in Figure 2(a).

Figure 3(a) shows an example of drift estimation directly
from the top-drive and near-bit accelerations. It compares a
segment of top-drive energy (blue line) to near-bit energy be-
fore (orange line) and after time alignment (green line) with
obtained d̂ and ŝ. We compute Etd and Enb in the seismic
frequency band after filtering the accelerations by a suitable
bandpass filter (Ormsby bandpass with 15–25–40–80 Hz for

the examples below). A small 7-point median filter was ap-
plied to the energies to remove outliers. The timing incon-
sistency between the top-drive and uncorrected near-bit en-
ergies can be identified and is eliminated by the correction.
Figure 3(b) shows the misfit for the used range of values of d
and s (±0.01 for d and ±5 minutes for s). There is only one
minimum that can be clearly identified.Note that the drift and
shift estimation in Figures 2 and 3 was conducted for the same
drilling run; however, the estimated values are quite different.
There are a few causes for such differences. First, the records
used for alignment are relatively coarsely sampled. The RPM
curves have 5 s sampling (the original downhole RPM is much
more finely sampled; however, the surface RPM is sparse). The
sample interval of the selected energy attribute is 30 s. Second,
while there is only one global minimum, the misfit function
has a pronounced elongated valley (Figure 3b). It means that
certain pairs of shift and drift along this valley lead to virtually
identical misfit values. Such a valley explains why we obtain
different shift values in Figures 2 and 3 using the same drilling
run data. Both optimal values reside along this valley and lead
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Figure 4 Cross-correlation of the top-drive and near-bit acceleration
recordings after the automatic linear timing correction (first stage of
our alignment workflow). Picked cross-correlation maxima are dis-
played in blue; the remaining linear drift component is displayed in
red. Blank spaces correspond to the quiet intervals without drilling.

to a similar misfit, thus providing equally suitable alignment.
Indeed, Figures 2(a) and 3(a) show that both estimates align
the time series at hand, which is the main task of the algo-
rithm. The certain trade-off between the shift and drift does
not impact the ultimate goal of obtaining an accurate down-
hole pilot, and any residual errors left would be corrected in
the next nonlinear correction step.

It is important to note that the linear correction of drift
is fully automatic and data-driven. Many factors limit the ac-
curacy of the linear timing correction. It often allows bring-
ing the timing error from tens of minutes to a few seconds.
After this, the cross-correlation-based timing correction can
be applied to remove the remaining smaller errors. Examples
of cross-correlations between the top-drive and near-bit ac-
celerations after the linear timing correction computed in 30-
s-long time windows are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen
that a small fraction of drift’s linear component remains in
the data, but it is now reduced to a few seconds over the dis-
played 25 hours of acquisition. This remaining linear drift
can be used to update the estimates of d̂ and ŝ obtained on
the previous stage by fitting a straight line through the picked
cross-correlation maxima. Of course, the picks can be directly
used to remove clock drift. However, we first intend to un-
derstand the magnitude of nonlinear timing error. After ex-
tracting this remaining linear component and selecting only
those traces that correspond to active drilling, the error due
to purely nonlinear drift in Figure 5(a) becomes lower than
0.25 s. With these picks, the residual drift can be corrected.
After the correction, cross-correlations are displayed in Fig-
ure 5(b), where the maxima are aligned at zero lag. The sec-
ond high-amplitude event, which has a staircase-like shape,

corresponds to the cross-correlation between the direct wave
propagating in the drillstring and the first-order multiple. The
delay of this multiple is constant for a fixed drillstring length.
It changes discretely when the new drill pipes are added to the
drillstring. The two-way analytical time in the drillstring was
computed for this drilling segment using the drillstring prop-
agation velocity of 4,960 m/s. It is displayed as a red line in
Figure 5(b) and aligns well with the described event.

Several factors control the quality of the correlation be-
tween top-drive and near-bit sensors. Depth of the bit would
determine propagation distance and hence signal attenuation.
The size and type of the bit would influence the strength of
the excited signal. Surface noise on the top-drive (not associ-
ated with the drill bit) may reduce the correlation. It is instruc-
tive to analyse how this correlation quality depends on the
depth and main factors above. Figure 6 shows the maximum
value of normalized cross-correlation between the top-drive
and near-bit accelerations versus depth (this was computed af-
ter filtering the accelerations with 15–25–40–80 Hz Ormsby
bandpass filter). This value can be considered as a correla-
tion coefficient (or correlation quality) after the corresponding
time correction is applied to the downhole data. Both roller-
cone (RC) and polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bits
were used for drilling in this data set; the size and type of the
bits are also shown. Figure 6 provides an insight into how
reliable the correlation-based time alignment is. We observe
that the best correlation occurs between 820 m (2,700 ft) and
1,890 m (6,200 ft) with a maximum value of approximately
0.6. In the deeper part, the maximum cross-correlation ampli-
tude quickly drops to 0.1, likely because of the smaller PDC
bit exciting less axial energy that further suffers from larger
attenuation due to longer propagation path. Above 820 m
(2,700 ft), the cross-correlation is also relatively small and is
slightly higher than 0.1, perhaps because of additional surface
noise contaminating the top-drive signal. This specific onshore
well suggests that the drilling interval at the medium depth
of 820–1,890 m (2,700-6,200 ft) may be the most reliable in
terms of time alignment. Despite lower correlation in the shal-
low and the deep intervals, estimated time corrections remain
usable at least for shallow intervals, as confirmed by further
comparisons of the seismic-while-drilling (SWD) gathers (not
shown here). In general, we observed higher values of cross-
correlation for RC bits.

Analysis of autocorrelations

Autocorrelations of the recorded drillstring signal are typi-
cally used to evaluate the pilot’s quality for SWD (Poletto
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Figure 5 Cross-correlation of the top-drive and near-bit acceleration recordings before (a) and after (b) removal of nonlinear drift using TVCC
correction. Analytically computed delays of the first drillstring multiple are overlaid on the cross-correlation plot in (b).

Figure 6 Maximum values of cross-correlation between top-drive and
near-bit accelerations plotted versus depth. Bit types are labelled as
RC for a roller-cone and PDC for a polycrystalline diamond compact
bit, bit diameters are provided in inches. Observe low values of cross-
correlation in the deepest portion of the well drilled with PDC and
the shallowest section with RC.

and Miranda, 2004). Drillstring multiples observed on the
autocorrelations allow estimating the drillstring propagation
velocity and judging the recordings’ overall signal-to-noise ra-
tio. Figure 7 shows the examples of the autocorrelations for
the top-drive and near-bit pilots’ recordings computed for 30
s time windows. The near-bit pilot has already been aligned
with the top-drive using the proposed method. Coherent
events away from zero lag indicate the presence of recorded
multiple reflections in the drillstring. Non-drilling intervals
can be easily identified as ensembles of records with low en-

Figure 7 Autocorrelations of the top-drive (a) and near-bit accelera-
tion recordings after time alignment (b). Low-energy zones marked
by red arrows correspond to non-drilling intervals. Observe excellent
alignment of non-drilling and drilling intervals between the two data
sets. Strong horizontal events away from zero time lag correspond to
drillstring multiples (yellow arrows) that occurred while drilling.

ergy.We note a good correspondence between the drilling and
non-drilling intervals in both pilots, supporting a perfect align-
ment of the downhole data using the proposed algorithm. The
downhole pilot tends to provide a better signal-to-noise ratio
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Figure 8 A comparison of deconvolved autocorrelations for top-drive
(top) and near-bit (bottom) sensors. The drilling intervals with RC and
PDC bits are labelled. The empty intervals in the near-bit sensor auto-
correlations mark the intervals with no recordings due to the battery
failure.

manifesting itself in less noisy non-drilling intervals and more
coherent drillstring multiples. The deconvolved and stacked
(over a drilling interval equal to one drill pipe stand) autocor-
relations for all the recorded depths are shown in Figure 8.
Again, we observe a good match between both data sets and
reasonable behaviour of the downhole pilot autocorrelations
after the time alignment. The drillstring multiples have rela-
tively strong amplitude until 1,890 m (6,200 ft). Deeper PDC
bits had a lower diameter, which influences the signal level.
The multiples are entirely masked by noise in top-drive data
below this depth. In downhole data, they have low energy, but
still can be partially identified. It suggests that the downhole
sensor may allow capturing of a weaker drill-bit signal even
in the PDC-drilled section below 1,890 m (6,200 ft).

Analysis of seismic gathers

After applying the proposed method, the top-drive and the
near-bit sensors are aligned in time. However, the alignment
procedure implicitly assumes that these sensors are co-located,
which does not reflect reality. The downhole tool records sig-
nal near the source, whereas the top-drive sensor records the
same signal at the other end of the drillstring near the surface.
Therefore, to obtain true downhole time, near-bit data should
be moved back in time by the drillstring wave propagation
time between bit and top drive. To use top-drive data as a

pilot, it should also be moved with the same drillstring propa-
gation time (Poletto and Miranda, 2004), estimated from the
multiples in Figure 7.

After this correction, both pilots properly characterize
drill-bit source function in GPS time. Then correlation of the
pilot signals with the geophone data recorded at the surface is
performed to convert the continuously recorded seismic data
to conventional impulse-source seismograms. This is followed
by accumulating and stacking of the correlated signal over
some time or depth interval to improve the signal-to-noise ra-
tio. A one-sided pilot deconvolution is finally applied (Poletto
and Miranda, 2004) to attenuate the anti-causal reverbera-
tions in the seismic gather caused by the drillstring multiples.
Figure 9 shows an example of the obtained common-shot (or
common-bit) seismograms using top-drive and near-bit pilots
for the drill bit at 1,160 m (3,810 ft) depth. Kinematically,
the top-drive and near-bit results are similar. However, the
near-bit pilot sensor provides an improved signal-to-noise ra-
tio with more clearly visible first arrivals. These results illus-
trate that the proposed time-alignment scheme allows correct-
ing the clock errors in the memory-based near-bit vibration
sensors to the accuracy required by seismic-while-drilling ap-
plications.

DISCUSS ION

It is important to note that this work is devoted to enabling the
usage of conventional off-the-shelf memory-based downhole
vibration tools with unsynchronized drifting clocks for ad-
vanced applications such as seismic-while-drilling without in-
troducing any hardware modifications. If the downhole clock
is accurate enough (Vieitez and Cox, 2017), such corrections
are not required. This is rarely the case for most downhole
near-bit vibration tools currently adopted in the industry. Pre-
sented work demonstrates that even with an inaccurate and
fully unsynchronized clock, seismic-while-drilling (SWD) pro-
cessing with the near-bit pilot sensor is possible down to a
certain depth when correlated signal reliably registers on the
top-drive reference sensor. Our proposed method’s first step
allows for a fully automatic correction of time shift and lin-
ear drift resulting in a few seconds’ timing accuracies. If the
vibration data are used for other purposes than SWD, such
as drilling dynamics analysis or formation identification, then
this automatic correction can be enough. The second step re-
quires the picking of cross-correlation maxima. While it can
be automated to some extent by autopicking algorithms, we
have experienced a need for manual quality control and edit-
ing of the picks. If the signal-to-noise ratio of the top-drive
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Figure 9 Seismic gathers computed with top-drive (left) and near-bit (right) pilots after the alignment procedure. Roller-cone bit depth is 1,160 m
(3,810 ft).

sensor becomes too low due to strong signal attenuation in
the drillstring or excessive surface noise, then such a correc-
tion becomes impossible, even if the near-bit sensor continues
to record perfectly valid data.

CONCLUSION

Memory-based near-bit sensors provide a cost-effective so-
lution to record valuable vibration data for seismic-while-
drilling and drilling optimization. Their internal clock is typ-
ically unsynchronized. Besides, it is susceptible to significant
drift over drilling run time, making its application to the pro-
cessing of seismic-while-drilling data impossible without a
correction. We propose a method to address this challenge
by data-driven time alignment of near-bit sensor data with
surface recordings byGlobal Positioning System-synchronized
top-drive sensor. The first step of the alignment procedure es-
timates the time shift and the linear component of the clock’s
drift using global optimization with a few seconds’ accura-
cies. The second step compensates residual nonlinear drift us-
ing time-variant cross-correlation analysis with few millisec-
onds’ accuracies acceptable for seismic-while-drilling applica-
tions. After precise data-driven time alignment, seismic gath-
ers and pilot autocorrelations are analysed. The seismic gath-
ers computed using the top-drive and near-bit pilot sensors
show similar arrivals, confirming that an accurate pilot was
obtained from downhole data. Since the procedure is data-
driven, the quality of alignment is susceptible to other noises

present in the data and signal attenuation when propagating
through the long drillstring. The maximum cross-correlation
coefficient is achieved for a depth interval of 820–1,890 m
(2,700–6,200 ft). At shallow depth below 820 m (2,700 ft),
cross-correlation is reduced, likely due to contamination by
intense surface noises. At a depth below 1,890 m (6,200 ft),
cross-correlation is also reduced, possibly because of usage of
polycrystalline diamond compact bits generating weaker sig-
nals that further suffer from more significant attenuation due
to long propagation distances from the bit to the top drive.
Consistent with this observation, the near-bit data autocorre-
lations reveal lower amplitudes of the multiples recorded for
deeper drilling runs (traversing the drillstring twice). Similar
multiples cannot be observed on top-drive data autocorrela-
tions (traversing the drillstring three times). The seismic gath-
ers’ resulting quality is higher for the near-bit pilot, suggesting
that the use of the downhole vibration signature for seismic-
while-drilling applications is promising. An in-depth analy-
sis and comparison of the time-aligned top-drive and near-bit
recordings in the considered field study is a topic of ongoing
research.
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